INTRODUCING THE NEW Gaybird PULLOVER

Just in time for the Lively Fall Jacket Demand - and Your Christmas Sales Drive

The new Gaybird Pullover with 10 inch zipper at neck and all the features of the famous Free-For-All design, with knitted bottom and cuffs, is available in Red, Tan and Blue... Acetate to retail at $8.75, or Nylon, fast color, durable, water-repellent, to retail at $10.75.

The popular and well known open front zippered Acetate Jacket in Red, Green, Blue, Tan, Maroon and Gold... available to retail at $10.95.

Order Now — be prepared for the fall and Christmas Season.

New!

MEN'S SIZES
Small
Medium
Med. Large
Large
X-Large

LADIES' SIZES
Small
Medium
Large
one would be willing to say that there is any one "best bent" for any specific area. It is significant however that the use of Cohansey in your area rapidly is increasing because it does give excellent performance during the heat of summer. All of the bents that were named give better performance than Seaside.

Q—We have many shaded areas in important locations near greens and tees where we have had great difficulty in growing any grass. What would you recommend? (Texas)

A—Thorough aerifying, feeding and seeding to Kentucky 31 fescue seed. 200-250 lbs. to the acre has given excellent results on many courses in Texas and Oklahoma. It will do somewhat better if it is not mowed too close or too often. It is deep-rooted and drought tolerant and maintains good color virtually the year round.

Q—Where did U-3 Bermudagrass come from? (New Jersey)

A—D. Lester Hall, Savannah (Ga.) CC, made the selection about the same time that Joe Valentine noticed the patch of grass which later became Merion bluegrass. U-3, also, is a product of nature, discovered by the keenly observant Les Hall who always is seeking better grasses. He sent a sod plug to the Arlington Turf Gardens about 1930 where it got the experimental designation "U" for Bermuda, "3" for the third accession. U-3 never has been officially named but this column would like to suggest the designation "Hall's U-3 Bermuda". We shall welcome comments pro and con.

Q—We've been thinking of planting a green to Penncross (Polycross) creeping bent. My chairman is afraid that this seed will produce spotted greens like those we have seen in Seaside bent. What is your opinion? (Texas)

A—On the oldest Penncross greens that we know, there has developed no indication that the greens will become spotted as Seaside bent does. The predominance of uniform types in Penncross seed is developing a uniform type of turf which is extremely pleasing to those who like uniformity of color. You can tell your chairman that Penncross will give you beautiful uniform greens and that he needn't be afraid of spotting.

Q—Why is it when I aerify my greens which originally were planted to Seaside bent, some of the patches heal in a couple days and you cannot see the holes. On some of the other patches of grass the holes will remain in evidence for two to three weeks. What is the cause of this (Okla.)

A—The answer lies in the different rate of growth of the different types of bents which have developed from the Seaside seed. The faster growing bents heal the Aerifier holes almost immediately. The slower growing bents, or those which virtually are dormant, are the ones which allow the holes to remain open for a long period of time.

Under these conditions where the holes remain open because of a slow growing, unadapted bent, we possibly can find invasion of annual bluegrass or goosegrass, where otherwise we would not find them.

PGA Seniors Qualify for Teacher's Trophy

Winners of the 1954 Teacher's Trophy sectional PGA Seniors' championships who have qualified for the PGA National Seniors' championship at Dune-din, January 28-30, have not been determined in every section.

Those who have qualified and will share in the Teacher's financing of the event are:

Carolinas—Clarence Owen
Central N. Y.—John Budd
Connecticut—Frank Kringle
Eastern Mo.—Ben. Richter
Illinois—Jim Foulis
Indiana—Herman Uebele
Iowa—Wm. Black
Kentucky—A. J. Hume
Met. N. Y.—Gene Sarazen
Michigan—Al Watrous
Mid-Atlantic—Ralph Beach
Midwest—John Byrne
Minnesota—Gunnard Johnson
Nebraska—Henry Williams
New England—Tom Mahan
New Jersey—Harold Sanderson
NE New York—R. A. Tyrrell
Northern Cal.—Franch Minch
Northern Ohio—Billy Burke
Oklahoma—Mike Murra
Pacific NW—Hugh Starkweather
Philadelphia—Clarence Ehresman
Rocky Mountain—John Rogers
Southern Cal.—Willie Hunter
Southern Ohio—Francis Marzolf
Tri-State—Jules Blanton
Western NY—Charles McKenna
Wisconsin—Alvin Krueger.
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the amazing

GLASSHAFT

THE MIRACLE OF MODERN SCIENCE

The blending of glass and steel to produce
the sweetest feel in golf

THESE GLASSHAFTS AVAILABLE ONLY IN THE LLOYD MANGRUM WOODS AND IRONS. This is NOT just another golf club but a revolution in design and manufacture that assures a new excitement to the golfing world. The golf shaft made of glass has AMAZED all previewers with its sweet feel and thrilling action. The Glasshaft guarantees:

- controlled power
- Shock absorption
- superior timing
- action sensitivity
- perfect micro-balancing
- rugged endurance

Due to tremendous demand, limited quantities are available. Sold through pro shops only.

THE GREATEST IMPROVEMENT IN THE HISTORY OF GOLF!

Manufactured exclusively by

Golfercraft Inc.

1021 W. Grant Street
Escondido, California
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Apparel Merchandising Big 
Booster of Shop Revenue 
By ERNIE SABAYRAC

LAST YEAR at about this time, it was a 
great honor for me to be able to make a 
speech on Sportswear Merchandising at the 
National PGA meeting. The speech 
had to do with the pros' potentialities in 
the sale of sportswear and I harped upon 
the theme that there was a business lying 
at their doors that could double their vol-
ume. I quoted figures on each item of 
apparel a member wore during the actual 
playing of golf at his club.

I very plainly pointed out that certainly 
I wasn't in favor of a pro switching his 
merchandising accent from playing equip-
ment to sportswear. That is the furthest 
thing from my mind. The pros' first job 
is to provide his members with clubs, balls 
and bags. That's the source of the money 
enabling him to finance an apparel mer-
chandising program in your shop. Cer-
tainly it takes money to get into any 
business and I have no secrets as to how 
you can get into the apparel 
business 
without investing some of your money. 

I must confess that I was quite pleased 
that those who were in business other 
than being golf pros, were highly com-
plimentary about my speech. Some of the 
golf pros also warmly endorsed it. Still 
I was disappointed that other golf pros 
did not particularly take any heed or of-
fer any comments, good or bad, about the 
speech and frankly, I was looking for the 
reaction.

I made a mental note of every golf pro 
who went out of his way to compliment 
me and then looked at our books and 
found out that each one was doing a high-
ly successful job of merchandising ap-
parel. To me that proves conclusively that 
the job can be done, if done in the proper 
manner.

Then I looked over the group of those 
who had nothing particular to say or 
showed not too much interest in what I 
had to say and I found that there was a 
different breed altogether. I am not try-
ing to belittle any one of those pros be-
cause certainly each must be a very suc-
cessful professional at his own club and 
in his community or he certainly wouldn't 
be seen at the national PGA meeting. But 

I did not feel that those particular pros really, as of yet, had any real idea or wanted to get into the real facts of the 
profit they are missing.

Success Story 
In our own small way my sales or-
organization has given a demonstration of 
profit in pro shop retailing of golf apparel. 
My organization started with myself 
only, taking on a prominent shoe line for 
the mid-west territory. Then we added a 
shirt line from the west coast and then 
began a series of not only adding lines, 
but adding salesmen here, there and 
everywhere until now my sales organiza-
tion travels the entire country calling on 
golf pros in every one of our 48 states and we are doing nicely, thank you. I 
don't mind telling you that when we 
started 4 years ago my total volume with 
golf pro shops was $300,000 gross busi-
ness mainly with the one shoe line in a 
few select mid-west States.

Last year in the October issue of this 
very magazine you were probably startled 
to see a success story of our organiza-
tion selling well over a million dollars 
worth of apparel to golf pros wholesale-
wise, meaning actually that in retail value 
there was probably an average of $1,600,- 
000.00 worth of business done. This year 
on another page somewhere in this same 
magazine you will see our second success 
story which we hope to be able to im-
prove on every year. This story tells that 
we have done $1,750,000.00 worth of busi-
ness in apparel exclusively to the golf 
pros. This means that the pros have sold retail approximately $2,800,000.00 worth of our apparel. It means there is a mil-
lion dollars worth of profit divided among 
the pros in all parts of the country. The 
part that I think you ought to get con-
cerned about is how much you ended up 
with in your own pocket as profit from 
the sale of apparel.

Now you would probably like to know 
how you could be successful in the actual 
merchandising of apparel in your own shop. Certainly it will add to your total annual profit.
For the first time... a fine quality Sports Cane for only $14.95.

Another new NADCO product... ideal for golfing, hunting, picnicking -- for watching most sporting events and other outdoor activities. When your customers want something different and useful a NADCO Sports Cane is the perfect answer! It's loaded with gift appeal -- sells on sight! These exclusive features will sell the NADCO Sports Cane for you:

- EXCLUSIVE CHROME PLATED ALUMINUM HANDLES AND TUBES. (Can't tarnish or wear off on hands or clothes)
- COMFORTABLE SADDLE LEATHER SEAT
- COMPLETELY ADJUSTABLE
- STRONG--SAFELY HOLDS UP TO 500 LBS. LIGHTWEIGHT--WEIGHS ONLY 44 OZ.
- INDIVIDUALLY BOXED

Write NADCO today for the name of your distributor.

Made by the makers of famous NADCO Golf Carts and NADCO aluminum Football Cleats

NATIONAL DIE CASTING COMPANY
Over 30 years of leadership in precision manufacturing
3635 W. Touhy Ave., Chicago 45, Illinois
What Well-Dressed Golfer Spends

To brief you on my statistics as to the potentials per member of your club in the sale of apparel so we will have a basis to work on, I'd like to point out again what is possible to sell each member of your club because I think you'll agree that the items mentioned are items that you personally see him wear every day and use up or wear out during the course of the season.

You will notice that we have not quoted the most expensive prices for any item of apparel, but only the average price that we consider for medium to a little better than medium grade apparel which is certainly what your members are wearing:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 Pair of shoes</td>
<td>$20.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Pair of Socks</td>
<td>6.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Pair of Slacks</td>
<td>45.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Belts</td>
<td>5.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 Shirts</td>
<td>20.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 Jacket</td>
<td>10.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 Sweater</td>
<td>10.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Caps</td>
<td>6.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$122.00

You can see that that totals $122 a year which is business we feel you can get from your membership from the average guy who is doing business with you.

And we haven't even said anything about the ladies! They buy more apparel than men—for they often buy items for their men as well as themselves.

Apparel is something that the man is buying every year currently because we now are living in a fashion world. You know that as well as I. You certainly read enough to know that there are more sport shirts and slacks sold today than there are actual dress shirts and suits. That is a fact and you can take that from any apparel trade journal. That means also that every day or every week you can punch sales up on your cash register for apparel, a vitally important pro income factor compared to the infrequency of sale of club sets and sturdy bags, the replacement period for which is several years.

Let me emphasize that I don't want my good club and bag selling friends to be peeved at the above statements. We want you in the golf club, ball and bag business with all of your energy because you have by now set up a reputation with your own pro members of selling the finest playing equipment available and that background of selling that fine merchandise provided by the finest manufacturers of equipment today is going to help you sell apparel. The golfers have respect for you because you have sold them very fine merchandise and when they walk into your shop and see names that are just as big on apparel as your fine golf equipment names are on the equipment that you are selling, it automatically makes the selling of apparel much easier in your shop.

How to Sell Apparel

Since we hope we have pointed out to you logically what the potential is in the apparel business, we feel that some tips to you are in order on how to go about it. First of all, you must invest your money in stock and inventory. If you will note, the finest stores in the country today are doing a big job in turnover on apparel. You can see the reason why and it is because the merchandise is right in that particular store with a large variety of sizes, colors, fashions, etc.

Many years ago I started out selling golf clubs for one of the nation's leading manufacturers. At that time, which was in the middle 30's, I heard from pros "I can't sell in competition to the store. The member goes down to the store and buys his merchandise there." I kept pleading and begging and telling that there was no reason for the member to go down town to buy from the stores. I told pros that the simple reason that a member went downtown to a store to buy clubs was because the store had a big variety of different models, weights, lengths, etc. in a price range.

It took the golf club manufacturers some time to put that point over to pros generally but it did finally connect and as a result today the department stores don't do too well on high quality clubs simply because clubs are in the pro shops today in depth and variety of stock. That, plus your professional background of being able to prescribe the precise needs for the user's playing ability makes a sale in your pro shop of the finest clubs today a cinch.

I'm preaching the same tune as far as apparel is concerned. I'm telling you right now that you have the opportunity today of buying the finest merchandise in the way of apparel that is for sale in this country. You can get lines of varied apparel that any store in your city would be most happy to tie up for sale in their shops.
When we put this story to our pro clientele some have several alibis for not entering progressively into this business. I'll list a few:

1. "I haven't got the room."
2. "I have someone in my club who sells haberdashery downtown and it might hurt his feelings."
3. "It is outside my professional field to be in the sportswear business; they hired me to be a golf pro."

I think I have your answer for all of them! First of all you'd be surprised by looking into your local suburban neighborhood how much volume is done in spaces that are much smaller than yours. You'd be surprised how much room you can find when you know there is a dollar to be made by providing room for it. Where there's a will there's a way and I've never seen any pro shop yet that was so small that you couldn't do just as much apparel business as golf club business and combine them both at the same time.

Then your answer to No. 2. The guy who is downtown in the haberdashery business who you are trying not to interfere with is not sending you a monthly check for the upkeep of your family. Anyone who thinks there is any member of any certain club who is tying up the entire membership's buying volume in their own store is certainly 1000% wrong. The spirit of competition is what made the United States strong today and if this man is a better competitor than you are by virtue of the fact that he has better lines to sell at better prices and can offer better service, then he is entitled to the business. If he doesn't have that, then you are entitled to what you can get for the many services that you can render.

In your answer to No. 3, I think that when any golf pro has been hired he certainly is hired primarily for his professional ability to conduct a job which includes teaching the membership, conducting the various events which takes professional skill and above all, to provide service for the membership.

I maintain that the stocking of apparel and clubs and anything that you stock in your shop is a service as well as a business for yourself. There are many, many times that I know where a member has walked out of his shop minus a shirt, socks, etc., who had expected to be able to find it in his shop. It's a service that you give to your membership and the wonderful part about it is that it's a profitable service to you. I think we can all look around us here in recent times and see where the guy who had the one-track mind as a golf professional is missing at a faster rate than ever before.

The pro who not only offers the many professional services that he was hired to give plus the pro who maintains a well-stocked shop for the convenience and service of his membership is the pro today who is staying on the job a lot longer. He is the pro who is showing the membership that he is a good solid businessman and is taking advantage of the many facilities offered him to be a businessman.

Pick merchandise for your shop that has nationally branded labels, merchandise that can be found in the finest stores in town because you need that type of authenticity to show that you have the proper value for sale in your pro shop. A coat of paint brightening up the interior of your Pro Shop would definitely add quite a bit to the sales appeal of the merchandise around it. The open display of your many items of apparel ALL DEFINITELY MARKED WITH THE RETAIL PRICE ON EACH ITEM, is most important.

That, plus the constant consultation with the salesman who is servicing your account with these various lines, to be sure that you are buying the proper styles in the proper amounts, should make your merchandising of apparel quite simple.

What If You're Stuck?

We always hear the story of the guy who is wondering if he is going to get stuck with the merchandise at the end of the year. Some pros don't feel that they should ever at any time clear their inventory. This is not thinking as witness your finest stores down town. Many pros will tell us that if they hold a sale the members wait for it. There I can only tell you that there isn't a fine store in the country today selling merchandise that does not hold sales to clear out inventory and I can tell you they couldn't keep their doors open on sales only.

Apparel buying is done on the spur of the moment, a fashion or style hits right away and when the retail price is around $5 to $10 the buyer certainly is not going to wait until you put it on sale.

Aside from that there are so many ways that you can deplete the inventory that you have left at the end of the year. If it is very small then I suggest you don't try to sell it at your golf club.
Certainly you have many neighbors, help at the club, caddies, etc. who would be very happy to pick it up at cost price. You certainly can't lose any money selling it at what it cost you. And if you do get your money back you are simply doing good business because you have that money available to spend for the latest styles that are being offered at that particular time.

**Hiring Profitable Help**

As we go around the country we find that probably the weakest point in any pro's merchandising program is the fact that he does not have capable help in his shop while he is out teaching and conducting the various activities of the club.

I think that is very poor business and it certainly costs a lot of money. There is no question that a pro hire some very capable help that doesn't have to come out of the clubroom or the caddy ranks for let's say $300 a month and a probably 5% commission on what that person sells himself. In many cases you are paying at least $200 a month for the same services.

Let's look at it this way: For another $100 a month the chances are you can hire someone who is capable enough to keep some books for you at the same time he is doing a grand job of keeping your merchandise saleable and actually selling it and reordering it for the membership. A bookkeeper in many cases is hired on the outside by a golf pro for fees anywhere from $20 to $100 a month, so why not convert that into a very capable person who will always be in your pro shop and give you the extra advantage of having a bookkeeper in your shop all during the day rather than have to wait for him at the end of the month to pick up all your odds and ends of business already transpired.

Paint the back of your shop once in a while. Most bag-rack and workrooms that members see are dreary and dusty-looking and the members may think the pro has swept the dust under the rug.

Golf clubs can make good use of more suggestion boxes to gather ideas for the good of the club. A box in the pro shop, another in the men's locker-room and a third in the women's quarters will bring forth valuable ideas and prevent minor matters from becoming major troubles.

**Bill Kaiser**

*(At Indiana PGA meeting.)*

---

**NEW GOLF BOOKS**

From **Tee to Cup**. By Reg Manning. Published by Reganson Cartoon Books, PO Box 5242, Phoenix, Ariz.

Manning, a clever cartoonist has written and illustrated a book that slides some good sound sense on golf playing in between a lot of highly amusing cartoons. Maybe his pictures of skeletons taking swings will give many about as clear an idea as they'll ever get of what happens inside when a good swing is made.

Pros and supts. will get laughs out of the rather accurate way in which Manning treats of the funny problems of the funny golfers.

There's a cute little gimmick of a hole punched thru the book that serves as a focal point of cartoons.

* * *


Louis deGarmo, a veteran of amateur golf and an old-time insider on golf business, has written an interesting round-up of how you, too, can do as he's done; have a lot of fun shooting some good scores—or lousy ones—in good company. The introduction in it is tied up with reminiscences of the many great pros and amateurs with whom deGarmo played.

To those who have enjoyed golf with deGarmo over many years and those who've missed that merry experience the book will appeal as being brightly in the spirit of profound locker-room and fairway scholarship.

* * *


Lariar, a versatile cartoonist and writer who previously produced "Fish and Be Damned", and numerous other humorous and fiction books has done a hilarious job on golf. There isn't any sense to it except by accident and malice and its 124 pages of humor are usually quite funny not only because of Lariar's lines but because they spark so many "that reminds mes."

* * *


There are about 150 excellent action photographs of leading U. S. and British
"We depend on Westcoasters for 36 holes on our moderately hilly course . . . without recharging," says Eddie Traube, Golf Pro. You'll like its responsive power control, too . . . its rugged construction . . . the Westcoaster's many comfort-with-safety features. Write for details, today.

WESTCOAST MACHINERY, INC.,
1802 E. Charter Way, Stockton, Calif.
pros with pin-pointed comment by a veteran British golf writer. It's the best photographic book that has been done for some time and warrants considerable and rewarding study.


Dawson, director of the Sports Turf Research Institute at St. Ives, Research Station, Bingley, Yorks, Eng., has the subhead "Management of Sports Turf" on this book. He heads work that is the European counterpart of the USGA Green Section and state experimental station golf turf work in the U. S.

This is the fourth edition of "Practical Lawncraft" and shows great effect of research directed by Dawson in advancing British sports turf maintenance. Although U. S. and British golf course conditions differ in many respects the Dawson book is rich in interest for the U. S. course supt.


Here is an expertly chosen round-up of golf fiction, humor (in word and drawing), reporting of the dramatic moments in golf history, close-ups of the personalities, sound instruction, and an insight into the highlights of golf architecture.

Herbert Warren Wind who assembled an all-star cast of contributors and companion researchers in compiling the anthology knows the score. He wrote The Story of American Golf, collaborated with Gene Sarazen on "Thirty Years of Championship Golf," wrote golf for the New Yorker and now is golf man on Sports Illustrated.

This "Complete Golfer" is a book that will provide many exciting literary rounds for the golfing reader. It's got a range of interest that will get them all from the passionate lover of golf to the golfer who can take the game or leave it alone—for a while, anyway.

Bob Jones writes the introduction and as usual says the right thing; this time when he write it's "a particularly happy circumstance that in the present volume we have the tasteful guidance of Herbert Warren Wind."

---

**Wm. H. Tucker, Dean of Course Builders, Dies at 83**

WILLIAM H. TUCKER, who came from England to the U. S. in 1895 and designed and figured in the construction of 121 courses, died of a heart attack Oct. 6 at the home of his son Dewitt, at Albuquerque, N. M.

Grand old Bill had his 83d birthday Aug. 15 when the Jaycees National Junior championship was opening on the University of New Mexico course, one of the last of his jobs. He designed, built and supervised the maintenance of the university's 27 holes, its par-3 course and its range.

Bill was the first of the modern golf course architects. He was born in Redhill, near London, Eng., and had designed and built courses in England, France and Switzerland before coming here to build the Ardsley (N. Y.) CC course and rebuilt St. Andrews at Mt. Hope, N. Y.

He originally was a pro and a winner of some championships in the late '90s. His genius in design, construction and maintenance kept fresh to the end. The unique problems of building and maintaining a course in New Mexico were solved by Bill in stride. He had the knack of making friends not only with people of all ages and kinds, but with grass. His use of native rough at the U of N.M. championship course is an example of a high art in architecture that isn't often seen on new jobs, due to tournament pros and duffers insisting on wide open courses.

He is survived by 3 sons; Dewitt, Archibald and Wm. H., Jr.; and two daughters; Mrs. Bruce Fouche and Mrs. James A. Murphy.

Bill Tucker was a tremendous contributor to the progress of American golf and to the happiness of golfers.

---

**Edmonton Turf Meeting Draws Widely**

More than 50 golf course supt. from western Canada and C. G. Wilson of the USGA Green Section, O. J. Noer of Milwaukee Sewerage Commission and John Darrah of Chicago, attended the University of Alberta turf field day Sept. 25.

Prof. R. H. Knowles, in charge of the plots, piloted inspection of the plots and a greens nursery composed of Washington, Arlington, Congressional, Pencross, etc.

C. E. Robinson represented the Royal Canadian Golf Assn. at the meeting.